
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

10-18-14 ... 1984 II Society! Miami cancer patient, 6, gets 

wish with fish - in our $777 Trillion dollar Holocaust II 

Society! 

10-18-14 ... "Sorry" screamed at me few mins ago by someone 

in this 1984 II Society, he was not screaming the Observer 

comment for the Breast Cancer Dead or the kid 6 in Miami 

who gets a fish death wish! 

10-18-14 ... This is really a Holocaust II 1984 Society far 

worst than any Holocaust... 

10-18-14 ... I'm at Starbucks and they lock the back door so 

you have to walk out on Duval go down half a block then 

turn left at the Hotel Crown Royal go past the bar and front 

desk to the bath room. A 1984 Observer screams "Sorry"! 

Sorry... Sorry, Greg is at Starbucks + not in a Legal 

Polygamous Marriage working on a Cure for Breast Cancer. 

I wish I could ask him after they make contact! What was the 

"Sorry" directed at... I really don't think McCain + Kerry are 

sorry there is no Breast Cancer Manhattan Project for this 

Breast Cancer War as this war is Gregs to win! 

And of course there is no electricity in the one plug in. I have 

Observed several people plugging in their IPhone or Apple 

MacBook Air to find out the one electric plug is dead. 

Strange goings on for a 1984 II Society! 

10-18-14 Miami filmmaker finds 'Treblinka's Last Witness' for 

powerful Holocaust film! 

10-18-14 Jewish Holocaust I and now far worst is Holocaust 

II Poison Gas Exhaust and spending $777 Trillion on War 

Toys from MIT Drones instead of the New Manhattan Project 

for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer! If it works put it in the H2O. 

Saturday, October 18, 2014 1:30 PM
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for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer! If it works put it in the H2O. 

10-18-14 Obama urges Americans not to give in to hysteria 

over Ebola - Hysteria over Breast Cancer, POW Greg. McCain, 

Kennedy, Kerry have Endless wars after they gave Mecca $777 

Trillion from Gas Station Hold ups and fire bombing cop 

cars! Hysteria over "Burn Units" medical bills not sent to BP 

Oil. 

10-18-14 Obama urges Americans not to give in to hysteria 

over Ebola... 1984 II Society! 

10-18-14 Thousands turn out for Susan G. Komen Race for 

the Cure... 1984 II Society! 

10-18-14 Obama urges Americans not to give in to hysteria 

over Ebola... 1984 II Society! 

10-18-14 Hippocampus this is were my minds vision of Mary B 

is! Mary B. in our... 1984 II Society! 

10-18-14 Obama + 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators 

Hippocampus is "Void" of the Key West Smathers Beach Pink 

Bra Parade I biked into as they were heading out sea... 

couple of hours ago on my "Pink Trike" ride around the 

island. 

10-18-14 See, Obama Our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators don't 

use their Hippocampus or Laser Guided thoughts to see the 

1,001 HYSTERICAL Breast Cancer women crying Hysterical on 

and off until the die. Obama urges Americans not to give in 

to hysteria over Ebola! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... "NO SEE" Breast Cancer Manhattan Project Rx 

Cure by Greg + MD wives in 2014 we can end this Breast 

Cancer War, as POW's of Numb Nuts Dictators in need of a 

Gas Lobotomy! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... New York Times Headlines! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... New York Times Headlines! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... New York Times Headlines! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... "NO SEE" Breast Cancer Manhattan Project Rx 

Cure by Greg + MD wives in 2014 we can end this Breast 

Cancer War, as POW's of Numb Nuts Dictators in need of a 
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Cancer War, as POW's of Numb Nuts Dictators in need of a 

Gas Lobotomy! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... New York Times Headlines! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... New York Times Headlines! 

10-18-14 See, A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS... New York Times Headlines! 

10-18-14 A day in the life of 22-year-old Kurdish fighter 

battling ISIS Daily Mail This is the Kurdish fighter who has 

been battling jihadists since he was teenager and is 

desperate to get back into Syria to stop Islamic State 

militants from taking the border town of Kobane 

10-18-14 Snowstorms and avalanches have killed 39 

climbers on a popular hiking route in the Himalayas, Nepali 

officials say. After a fourth day of searches, 384 people have 

been rescued from the Annapurna trail, 216 of them 

foreigners, in the country's worst-ever!! 

10-18-14 Navy Fighter Jet Pilots ejecting over a worst-ever 

avalanche would walk into Nepal... 

10-18-14 In my Hippocampus I have reinvented the 

Himalayas Mt. gear, obvious no one else has as if they all ere 

in Navy Fighter Jet Pilot jump suits all 39 + would have 

walked to Nepal taking in the Mountain Tops thinking of 

"God" and Aliens around all the nearest 52 stars no one else 

had as if they did NASA would have a JFk Super Shuttle 

Train not JFK super Carrier Fleet @ $10 Trillion! 

10-18-14 "HellCat" The new muscle car is scheduled for 

production in the first quarter of 2015. (Photo : Dodge). The 

2015 Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat is priced at $64,990, which 

includes a $995 destination fee and a $1,700 gas guzzler 

tax. Tax for the "Burn Unit" will not be added on until the 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat as these MD women have been doing 

the hysterical burn cleaning day after day and their 

Hippocampus is going hysterical as they wait for their coup 

on Bush, McCain, Kerry's tossing gasoline bombs at Cop Cars 

in Paris, Rome, London, LA. 

10-18-14 

10-18-14 

10-18-14 
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10-18-14 

10-18-14 

...(visiting Key West) for a Hemingway House Writing Class 

Tour Bus your writing class will be laser guided state of the 

arts with the NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! In every 

seat on the bus, everyone busy writing, putting a Futuristic 

Utopian Invention Project in your Hemingway Novel with 

links the reader can click on to start Inventing Something! 

Tour Bus for a Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West. 

with the NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! 

10-17-14 iApp for Business iGoPaperless... NY Times and the 

Key West Citizen and of course you Post Office Receipt, your 

KMart receipt which is a few pages. Your Publix and Whole 

Foods, your Apple-Starbucks receipt! 
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Foods, your Apple-Starbucks receipt! 

10-17-14 NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! Wifi 

upgrading for thousands of "Luxury Tour Bus" tours! 

(visiting Key West) 

10-17-14 iApp for Hemingway Novels iGoPaperlessNovels... 

invention in every chapter and readers can click on to start 

inventing something! 

...(visiting Key West) for a Hemingway House Writing Class 

Tour Bus your writing class will be laser guided state of the 

arts with the NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! In every 

seat on the bus, everyone busy writing, putting a Futuristic 

Utopian Invention Project in your Hemingway Novel with 

links the reader can click on to start Inventing Something! 

Tour Bus for a Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West. 
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Tour Bus for a Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West. 

with the NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! 

10-17-14 iApp for Hemingway Novels iGoPaperlessNovels... 

Apple pre-loads iapp that lets 7 writers write the same novel 

at the same time!! 

10-17-14 iApp for Hemingway Novels iGoPaperlessNovels... 

10-17-14 iApp for Hemingway Novels iGoPaperlessNovels... 

10-17-14 NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! Wifi 

upgrading for thousands of "Luxury Tour Bus" tours! 

10-17-14 NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! Wifi 

upgrading for thousands of "Luxury Tour Bus" tours! 

10-17-14 NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! Wifi 

upgrading for thousands of "Luxury Tour Bus" tours! 

(visiting Key West) 

10-17-14 "Tour Bus Gray line" "Miami Academy luxury Bus 

Tours" Miami sightseeing tours, visiting Key West, Orlando 

Disney World, SeaWrold, Everglades... NEW 27" iMac With 

Retina 5K Display! Upgrade from wifi on your 15" notebook!! 

10-17-14 NEW 27" iMac With Retina 5K Display! Wifi 

upgrading for thousands of "Luxury Tour Bus" tours! 

10-17-14 Apple Inc. Unleashes 27" iMac With Retina 5K 

Display. Apple used its media event this morning to 

announce the long-awaited arrival of the retina-display 

iMac. The model will be officially known as the "iMac with 

Retina Display. 

10-17-14 iApp for iPhone 6 + 'Mirror" not your run of the mill 

compact mirror in a womans purse but laser guided and 

state of the arts reverse engineered from the Navy Fighter Jets 

that got $ Several Trillions for their state of the arts gadgets! 

10-17-14 iApp for iPhone 6 + 'Mirror" not your run of the mill 

compact mirror in a womans purse... 

10-17-14 iApp for iPhone 6 + 'Mirror" not your run of the mill 

compact mirror in a womans purse... 
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compact mirror in a womans purse... 

While nothing about conventional mirrors seems suspect to 

the human eye, there’s a lot going on at the particle level. 

Conventional mirrors reflect light by interacting with the 

electrical component of electromagnetic radiation. 

Beyond reversing the image, they also reverse light’s 

electrical field. 

This presents a problem at the mirror’s surface, where the 

opposing frequencies cancel each other out. 

For scientists, this means that things like quantum dots are 

unable to interact with light at the surface. 

10-17-14 iApp for... Police: Body found near river could be 

actress... Misty Upham 

10-17-14 iApp for... Police: Body found near river could be 

actress... 

10-17-14 iApp for... Police: Body found near river could be 

actress... 

10-17-14 iApp for... Police: Body found near river could be 

actress... 

10-17-14 iApp for... Police: Body found near river could be 

actress... 

10-17-14 iApp for... Sheriff: Dad fatally shoots 2 kids, 

himself... after argument with wife!! 

10-17-14 iApp for... Sheriff: Dad fatally shoots 2 kids, 

himself... after argument with wife!! 

10-17-14 iApp for... Sheriff: Dad fatally shoots 2 kids, 

himself... after argument with wife!! 

10-17-14 iApp for... Sheriff: Dad fatally shoots 2 kids, 

himself... after argument with wife!! PORT ORANGE, Fla. 

(AP) - Officials say a Florida man fatally shot two of his 

children and critically injured another, then turned the 

gun on himself after an argument with his wife. 
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gun on himself after an argument with his wife. 

10-17-14 iApp for... "Brainstorming the "fatal argument" put 

the solution to "Murder" in the Movies and as an iApp. Movie 

titled "Fatal Arguments" with OJ's in the movie too as Nichol 

Simpson set off a A-Bomb! 

10-17-14 iApp for... loud music as millions!!! Of fights break 

out over loud music!! 

10-17-14 iApp for... loud music... A Florida man convicted of 

first-degree murder for fatally shooting a teenager in an 

argument over loud music outside a Jacksonville 

convenience store was sentenced Friday to life in prison 

without parole. 

10-17-14 iApp for... loud music as millions!!! Of fights break 

out over loud music!! Michael Dunn II III IV 

10-17-14 iApp for... loud music as millions!!! Of fights break 

out over loud music!! 

10-17-14 iApp for... loud music as millions!!! Of fights break 

out over loud music!! 

10-17-14 iApp for... loud music as millions!!! Of fights break 

out over loud music!! 

10-17-14 GE crimes... energy-producing turbines and is GE's 

biggest industrial and biggest crime! Yale Lawyers reading 

this on the 1984 II New York Times have a long list of crimes 

in their Hippocampus. 

10-17-14 iApp GE Turbine SCAM, as NASA will manufacture 1 

Trillion Cans of H at @ -254 C. GE Crime Here!! 

10-17-14 iApp GE Turbine SCAM, as NASA will manufacture 1 

Trillion Cans of H at @ -254 C. GE Crime Here!! 

10-17-14 iApp GE Turbine SCAM, as NASA will manufacture 1 

Trillion Cans of H at @ -254 C. GE Crime Here!! 

10-17-14 iApp GE Turbine SCAM, as NASA will manufacture 1 

Trillion Cans of H at @ -254 C. GE Crime Here!! 

10-17-14 iApp GE Turbine SCAM, as NASA will manufacture 1 
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10-17-14 iApp GE Turbine SCAM, as NASA will manufacture 1 

Trillion Cans of H at @ -254 C. GE Crime Here!! 

10-17-14 GE crimes... energy-producing turbines and is GE's 

biggest industrial and biggest crime! Yale Lawyers reading 

this on the 1984 II New York Times have a long list of crimes 

in their Hippocampus. 

10-17-14 iApp for Business iGoPaperless... iAppGoCrimesless, 

Not at GE as cost of GE "crimes" in 2014 are more than $1 

Trillion. GE Jet Engines burn leaded Jet Fuel. Saint Jude will 

testify against GE on this crime. Google search for lead in Jet 

Fuel, noting about "H" @ -254 C as GE refused to update Jet 

Engines! 

10-17-14 iApp for Business iGoPaperless... for GE 

iSoundproofJETengines next generation of Jet Engines until 

Greg + wives build the Gravity Engine like Marconi did for 

CBS Radio. 

GE's third-quarter net income rose 10.8 percent to $3.54 

billion, Revenue $36.17 billion. Sales fell 2 percent at the 

power and water segment, which sells energy-producing 

turbines and is GE's biggest industrial division. But GE 

projected sales growth of at least 10 percent in the division 

for the fourth quarter. 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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